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The Twiggy lamp needs no introduction: designed
by Marc Sadler who was inspired by the flexibility
of a fishing rod, it has become an icon of
contemporary design. Today, Twiggy has grown
and become “oversized” in the Twice as Twiggy
version: a significantly sized lamp dedicated to
large rooms, which nevertheless retains the
lightweight feel and flexibility of the original
version. This goal has been achieved thanks to
genuine technical artistry: the long arched rod in
fact retains a slim diameter, thanks to a steel cable
which is concealed within it, while thelampshade,

which is both large and extremely light-weight, is
balanced by the appropriately sized base.
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Twice as Twiggy, floor
technical info

Description
Large floor lamp with direct and indirect up
light. Diffuser and rod made of
fibreglass-based composite material and
liquid coated. The lamp body consists of a
large painted aluminium cone. The diffuser
which tops off the cone, where one of the
two LED boards is installed, is in PMMA with
a prismatic pattern and curved on the edges.
The upper LED board is protected by a
branded PMMA disc. The large round
coloured base is made of epoxy powder
coated metal; while the LED transformer is
housed inside the metal and steel ballast
beneath the coloured base. The transparent
electrical cable is fitted with a dimmer which
can be used both to adjust the level of
luminous intensity gradually or as the
ON/OFF switch.

Materials compound material on lacquered
glass fibre base, PMMA, polycarbonate,
varnished metal and aluminium (LED)

Colors white, black, greige, crimson, indigo

Brightness light
direct down light

Weight
net lbs: 1,00
gross lbs: 1,00

Packaging
vol. cub. ft.: 1,000
n. boxes: 6

Bulbs
LED included 95W 3000°K 8517 lm CRI>90

dimmer included

Certifications

Model

2D/3D drawings
photometric info
assembly instructions
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Twice as Twiggy, floor
designer+collection

Marc Sadler

A designer, he’s worked a long time in the sports
sector, where he’s experimented with new materials
and innovative production processes. Has also
worked successfully in furnishing and consumer
products. In 2001 he has won Compasso D’Oro with
Mite and Tite of Foscarini.
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